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Jasper
Aidan Knight

Saw the first tab, it s close but there are a few tweaks to make it bang on!  I 
intentionally marked the fingers to make transitions easier.

Aiden Knight - Jasper

WARNING: I m not too sure of the actual chord names, but I ll tab them out and
try to label them.

e|-|-|4|        
b|-|-|-|        
g|-|-|-|       =G
d|-|-|-|        
a|-|2|-|         
e|-|-|3|         

e|-|---|4|
b|1|---|-| 
g|-|---|-|   =C/G Listen to song to hear hammer on rhythm
d|-|2(h)|-|    
a|-|---|-|    
e|-|---|3|  

e|-|-|-|
b|1|-|-|  
g|-|-|-|       =C
d|-|2|-|
a|-|-|4|  
e|-|-|3| 

e|-|-|4|
b|-|-|-|
g|-|-|-|       =G/F#m
d|-|-|-|
a|-|-|-|
e|-|2|-|

e|-|-|-|
b|-|-|-|
g|-|-|-|       =Em
d|-|4|-|
a|-|3|-|
e|-|-|-|

Intro:   G(x2)    C/G(x2)   C(x3)   G(x1)   

Verse 1:(same rhythm as intro)



G                     C/G
Came up to the water, Put my feet into it

C                                                 G
Bathed my heels in Jasper, Felt the sand give an inch

G                       C/G
All the people bathing, Teeth became connected
 
C                                         G
Smiling while we waded, Into the shallowness

Chorus:

G        G/F#m     Em      C       G     
Take,    me,       down,    to the water

G        G/F#m     Em      C                    G
Fill,    you,      up,      with the deepest of sorrows

G        G/F#m     Em      C          G
That s,  my,       man,     that s my brother

G        G/F#m     Em      C      G
Shine,   a,        light,   on my home

Intro:x1

Verse 2:
Oh when I was frightened, When you put your face in
The mouth of the canyon, The murky water tide
What a relief to see, All your sins absolved
Without a washing cloth, Just the stillness of the night

Chorus:
Take, me, down, to the water
Fill, you, up, with the deepest of sorrows
That s, my, man, that s my brother
Shine, a, light, on my home
Shine, a, light, on my home
Shine, a, light, on my home
Shine, a, light, on my home

Intro:x2

Verse 2:
Oh when I was frightened, When you put your face in
The mouth of the canyon, The murky water tide
What a relief to see, All your sins absolved
Without a washing cloth, Just the stillness of the night

Chorus:
Take, me, down, to the water



Fill, you, up, with the deepest of sorrows
That s, my, man, that s my brother
Shine, a, light, on my home
Shine, a, light, on my home
Shine, a, light, on my home
Shine, a, light, on my home

CHEERS!


